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ABSTRACT This paper deals with the real-time simulation of a power tool battery pack on a mechatronic
powertrain test bench. The ability of an easy-to-use model for quick and iterative test runs mainly depends
on the effort of parameterization. For this purpose, an easily parameterizable battery model is required.
The battery model used is based on the current state of research and simulates the battery’s behavior with
an adequate precision. The suggested parameterization allows building the model without the necessity of
experimental investigation. Three different procedures for model parameterization were used and compared
with the real battery behavior. In conclusion, this paper shows a good tradeoff between precision and an easy
way to handle a battery model for testing mechatronic powertrains.
INDEX TERMS Batteries, modeling, parameter extraction, system analysis and design, system test-
ing, mechanical engineering, mechanical systems, virtual prototyping, hardware-in-the-loop, mechatronic
powertrain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Any machinery product development requires predictions
as to the future product behavior. Therefore, an early val-
idation of the product’s overall system behavior is use-
ful. In the context of powertrain validation testing with
mechanical Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) test benches is quite
established [1]–[10].
The use of mechanical test benches is also well-established
in the validation of power tools. Especially in the case
of battery-powered cordless power tools, the interactions
between power source and mechanical powertrain are worth
being paid attention to.
These interactions include the dependency of the driv-
ing speed on the battery voltage as well as the effects of
dynamic torque loads on the battery’s discharge behavior.
Furthermore, the persistence of the power tool’s performance
is associated with the maximum current load of the battery.
In this context, multiple use-cases and scenarios cause differ-
ent battery requirements for power tools.
Hence, our first main question is how the power source
influences the power tool’s mechanical behavior in a mechan-
ical HiL test bench.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Wen-Sheng Zhao .
This raises the question whether a higher effort in the
simulation of the power source enables a more precise anal-
ysis of the mechanical quantities in the early phases of the
validation of power tools. The structural complexity of the
model determines the effort required for parameterization.
To quantify the significance and the needed effort,
we define a limit of accuracy, which the simulated power
source has to pass. As the battery model should repre-
sent the electrical influence on the mechanical powertrain,
we took the rotational speed as measured parameter. As a first
approach, a limit of deviation of 5% between the rotational
speed of the power tool with the simulated power source and
the actual battery-powered power tool is acceptable.
Due to the small size of the power tools, the complete
technical system fits into a mechanical HiL test bench. This
circumstances leads to the requirement of a batterymodel that
is real-time-capable. Furthermore, the battery model should
be able to simulate the current dependence of the voltage,
the thermal dependence, and the capacitive dependence.
For electric vehicles several battery models already
exist [11]–[13]. These batterymodels aremostly incorporated
in the vehicles’ battery management system (BMS) [12].
Based on the model, the BMS ensures an efficient manage-
ment of the battery’s state of charge (SoC) and monitors
the battery’s state of health (SoH) through prediction of the
battery’s performance [12].
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The literature reports three groups of battery models:
electrochemical models, electrical models, and mathematical
models. The accuracy and complexity of the different model
types vary widely [9]. For the validation of battery packs for
power tools the battery model must represent the behavior
of the battery voltage and SoC for different dynamic current
loads. Furthermore, the battery model’s real-time capability
is crucial for the integration into a HiL test bench. Besides,
the model must be able to change the battery cell type and the
circuit of the cells (connecting in series or parallel) easily. The
uncomplicated modification of the battery setup, as regards
circuit and cell type, is important because the model has to
cover a wide range of applications. In the context of early val-
idation in product development, the real-time capability and
the easy parameterization of the model are more important
than its precision and accuracy. The electrochemical models
are not well suited for these requirements, because their
structure is too detailed and complex for dynamic current
loads and the prediction of SoC [14]. The electrical models
are able to represent the electrical behavior of a battery
pack [14]. The simplest of these models consists of an ideal
voltage source with a resistor for the internal resistance of
the battery cell. A more advanced version of this circuit is
the RC model, in which a parallel RC circuit is in series to
a resistor and an open-circuit voltage [14], [15]. Electrical
circuit models are very accurate and are able to represent
the dynamic electrical behavior of the battery [2], [3], [16].
In the context of HiL simulations, electrical models are also
capable of simulating the thermal behavior of the battery
cell [17]. However, the parameterization of these models
needs experimental data from discharging tests of real battery
cells [14], [16], [18]–[21]. In most cases, the simulation of
the thermal properties of the battery cell also requires a high
experimental effort or extensive modeling [22]–[24]. There-
fore, a simple and easy changing of the battery cell type is
not possible under these conditions. The mathematical mod-
els are not as accurate as the electrical circuit models [14],
but they do not necessarily need as many experimental data
from the battery cells as the electrical models [25]. This
independence from experimental data is an advantage for
the validation in the early phases of product development,
since it offers the possibility of rapidly testing various battery
cell types. Furthermore, the mathematical models are more
likely to be real-time-capable, because they mainly consist of
a differential equation [14].
Thus, as a first approach, a mathematical battery model
was integrated into the HiL test bench for the validation of
a cordless screwdriver.
Apart from the integration of the model into the HiL test
bench, the model had to be parametrized. In this context,
two aspects were crucial: the amount of needed parameters
and the effort of determining these parameters. Especially,
at the early stages of the product development process,
the characteristics of the future product are mostly unknown.
In addition, the variation of different components causes a
high amount of testing iterations with different boundary
conditions. Therefore, an easy and quick method of parame-
terization is quite practical. To keep the effort of parameteri-
zation as low as possible, the share of experimental parameter
determination should be kept as low as possible.
Hence, we used different methods of parameterization that
differ in the effort of parameter extraction. To compare the
accuracies of the different parameterization methods with
each other, we used a real battery pack as a benchmark.
Therefore, we embedded the model and the battery pack
in a test setup for cordless screwdrivers. In this setup the
screwdriver operated with different torque loads, so that the
impact of the model and the battery pack on the screwdriver’s
mechanical output parameters is measurable.
The paper therefore has the following order: Section II
presents the methods and materials, which includes the math-
ematical model and its various parameterization methods,as
well as the test setup, the test plan, and the data analysis.
Section III presents the results of the various experiments, and
Section IV discusses these results.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
As already mentioned in the introduction, a mathematical
model is suitable for the rapid testing of different battery types
and configurations.We used amathematical model developed
by Motapon et al. [26]. It is based on the work by Tremblay
and Dessaint, who published a modified version of the Shep-
herd model in 2009 [25]. The model published by Tremblay
and Dessaint enables a parameterization by the datasheet of
the battery cell. Therefore, only three points on the manufac-
turers discharge curve are required [25]. Indeed, the battery
model by Tremblay and Dessaint does not consider the ther-
mal behavior of the battery. This disadvantage is considered
in the model by Motapon et al. [26]. Accordingly, it is an
extended version of the model by Tremblay and Dessaint,
as it adds the thermal behavior of the battery. In this context,
the model by Motapon et al. fulfills our requirements, as it is
a suitable tradeoff between parameterizability and precision.
TheMontapon battery model considers the thermal impact on
the batteries’ charge and discharge behavior. For the param-
eterization of this model, two discharge curves, at different
temperatures from the manufacturers datasheet, are required.
Furthermore, two of the parameters are determined using
a simple thermal performance test [26]. Overall, this latest
battery model is a good tradeoff between an accurate sim-
ulation and an easy parameterization and configuration of
different battery cell tvpes. The central term of the model is
the modified Shepherd equation, which is as follows.
VBatt = E0 − K
(
Q
Q− it
)
it− Ri− K
(
Q
Q− it
)
i∗
+Aexp
(
−B · it
Q
)
− Cit (1)
According to [26], the equation consists of the battery ther-
modynamic voltage E0, the polarization constant K , the
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battery capacity Q, and the internal resistance R. The expo-
nential term at the end of the equation describes the
voltage drop at the beginning of the discharge. The variable
i is the discharge current of the battery cell, thus it is the
integration of current over time and i∗ is the current filtered by
a low-pass filter. As alreadymentioned in [25], the parameters
A, B, and C can be extracted directly from the discharge
curve of the datasheet of the battery cell. The parameters E0,
K , R, and Q depend on thermal influences. In this context,
the following equations describe the dependence between the
temperature of the battery cell and the parameters.
E0 (T ) = E0|Tref +
δE
δT
(
T − Tref
)
(2)
K (T ) = K|Tref · exp
(
α
(
1
T
− 1
Tref
))
(3)
R (T ) = R|Tref · exp
(
β
(
1
T
− 1
Tref
))
(4)
Q (Ta) = Q|Tref +
1Q
1T
(
Ta − Tref
)
(5)
In Equations (2) to (5), T is the current temperature of the
battery cell, while Tref is the reference temperature, at which
cell discharging starts. The current temperature T depends
on the discharge current and will be calculated by the model.
The structure of the battery cell model, therefore, is as
follows.
As shown in Figure 1, the model contains three loops,
which all lead to the calculation of the power loss. In this
model the power loss causes the thermal strain of the battery
cell, hence summarizing the internal losses of the ohmic
resistances inside the battery cells. The following equation
FIGURE 1. Schematic structure of the model according to [26].
calculates this power loss.
Ploss = (E0 (T )− Vbatt (T )) i+ δE
δT
iT (6)
The first term of the equation includes the losses of the
polarization and the internal resistance. These losses depend
on the current voltage of the battery Vbatt and the battery
thermodynamics voltage E0 [26]. Due to the change of Vbatt
and E0 during the discharging of the battery cell, both factors
have to be calculated in a loop. The second term considers
the reversible losses, which were caused by the electrochem-
ical reaction inside the battery cell [26]. To this reaction,
the cell temperature is relevant, which is the reason why
the current temperature is also calculated in a loop. For the
equation of the current temperature a simplification will be
made. This simplification assumes that the temperature of
the whole battery pack is equivalent to the surface tem-
perature of the hottest cell [26]. Therefore, the temperature
of the battery pack can be derived from the power loss as
follows [26].
T (t) = L−1
(
1
1+ s · tc · (Rth · Ploss (s)+ Ta (s))
)
(7)
As is shown in (7), the temperature is the inverse Laplace
transform of the power loss Ploss(s) and the ambient air
temperature Ta(s). The equation also contains two factors:
on the one hand, the thermal resistance Rth, and on the
other hand, the thermal time constant tc. According to [26],
both parameters have to be determined experimentally. The
next part of the model calculates the temperature-sensitive
parameters of the Shepherd equation by using Equations (2)
to (5). For solving these equations, eight parameters x =
(E0|T ref |K |T ref |R|T ref |Q|T ref | δEδT |α|β|1Q1T ) are required. These
parameters can be extracted from the discharge curves of
the battery cell [25], [26]. Two discharge curves at different
temperatures are needed. On these curves, the voltage and
the charge of the battery cell have to be determined at eight
significant spots [26]. By using the values of the battery
voltage at these spots, it is possible to create a system of
equations. The nonlinear least squares algorithm isqnonlin
of the Matlab optimization toolbox is used for solving these
equations [26]. The parameters A, B, and C fromEquation (1)
can be calculated directly from the discharge curve as shown
in [25] and [26]. In the mathematical model introduced,
the main part of the parameterization can be done by extract-
ing data from the datasheet of the battery cell. Only the
thermal resistanceRth and the thermal time constant tc have to
be identified experimentally. It can be seen that the structure
of the model is very similar to [17], although it is based on a
fully mathematical model of the battery cell.
B. PARAMETERIZATION METHODS
As already mentioned in the introduction, the ability of an
easy-to-use model to carry out quick and iterating test runs
mainly depends on the effort of parameterization. Hence,
the following chapter suggests three different methods of
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TABLE 1. Parameters of the battery model.
FIGURE 2. Two discharge curves with the significant points of operation
for the parameterization of the battery model, taken from [26].
parameterization to create three sets of parameters. Due to
the structure of the model, each parameterization method
requires two discharge curves at different ambient air tem-
peratures. On each curve, the values of the voltage and load
were extracted at four significant instances of time [26].
The significant points of operation are shown exemplarily in
Figure 2, which is taken from [26]. In addition, Table 1 sums
up all parameters, that are needed for the parameterization of
the battery model.
The values of voltage, load, and temperature from the
discharge curve enabled calculation of the parameters
x = (E0|Tref |K|Tref |R|Tref |Q|Tref | δEδT |α|β|1Q1T ) by using a
least squares algorithm [26]. With reference to [26], the
temperature at the different significant points can be calcu-
lated by using Equations (8) to (13), as shown at the bottom
of this page.
C. FIRST METHOD OF PARAMETERIZATION
The first parameterization method uses the approach, already
suggested in [26]. Accordingly, the created parameter set is
mainly based on the datasheet of the battery cell. Therefore,
we take two discharge curves at different ambient air temper-
atures from the datasheet. For the experimental determination
of Rth, and tc, the suggested experiment from [26]. were
carried out. Therefore, a thermocouple type J was integrated
in a Bosch lithium-ion (Li-Ion) battery pack with a capacity
of 2 Ah and a nominal voltage of 18 V. The battery pack
contains five Panasonic format-18650 cylindrical cells [27].
According to [26], a position between the battery cells was
chosen for placement of the thermal sensor. Furthermore,
the suggested procedure for charging and discharging was
used for the calculation of Rth and tc. The procedure sug-
gested in [26] includes charging and discharging of the bat-
tery pack with a constant current load until the temperature
difference of 10 K to the initial temperature is reached. With
reference to [26], we calculated both parameters with the
measured data and by using Equations (14) to (18) [26].
tc = t2 − t1 (14)
Ti2 = (T i1 − T a)e−1 + Ta (15)
Pl2 = V2 · i1
(
1
ζ
− 1
)
(16)
ζ = V1
V2
(17)
Rth =
Ti1 − Ta ·
[
1− e
(
− t3tc
)]
− Ti0 · e
(
− t3tc
)
Pl2 ·
[
1− e
(
− t3tc
)] (18)
T (t01) = T1 (8)
T (t11) =
[(
E0 − ∂E∂T · T (t01)− V11
) · i · Rth + T (t01)] · [1− exp (− t11tc ) · (1− T (t01))]
1− 2 ·
[
1− exp
(
− t11tc
)
· ∂E
∂T · i · Rth
] (9)
T (t12) =
[(
E0 − ∂E∂T · T (t01)− V12
) · i · Rth + T (t01)] · [1− exp (− t12tc ) · (1− T (t01))]
1− 2 ·
[
1− exp
(
− t12tc
)
· ∂E
∂T · i · Rth
] (10)
T (t02) = T2 (11)
T (t21) =
[(
E0 − ∂E∂T · T (t01)− V21
) · i · Rth + T (t02)] · [1− exp (− t21tc ) · (1− T (t02))]
1− 2 ·
[
1− exp
(
− t21tc
)
· ∂E
∂T · i · Rth
] (12)
T (t22) =
[(
E0 − ∂E∂T · T (t02)− V22
) · i · Rth + T (t02)] · [1− exp (− t22tc ) · (1− T (t02))]
1− 2 ·
[
1− exp
(
− t22tc
)
· ∂E
∂T · i · Rth
] (13)
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The values of Rth and tc calculated based on the measured
data are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Values for the thermal resistance and the themal time constant
according to the experimental results.
Table 3 shows the values of the voltage and the capacities
at the discrete points we extracted from the discharge curve
of the datasheet [27] according to [26].
TABLE 3. Values for the voltage and the capacities extracted from the
discharge curve [19].
D. SECOND METHOD OF PARAMETERIZATION
The second parameterization method extracts the values of
the voltage and the current load from the datasheet as well.
However, for determination of Rth, and tc, we used the values
calculated from the experiments in [26]. With this procedure,
we want to check whether the values of the thermal resistance
and the thermal time constant have an influence on the output
values of the HiL test bench. If the thermal time constant and
thermal resistance are negligible, then the parameterization
of the model is based exclusively on the data sheet. In this
context, a physical battery cell for parameterization is no
longer necessary. Thus, a larger variation of different cells
can be simulated faster and more easily. Table 4 shows the
referred values of the thermal resistance and the thermal time
constant from [26].
E. THIRD METHOD OF PARAMETERIZATION
Our third parameterization method consists in a full experi-
mental parameterization of the battery model. In this context,
‘‘full, experimental parameterization’’ means a parameteriza-
tion that is fully based on the experimental measured data of
a discharged battery. Instead of taking the significant points
of the discharge curve (shown in Figure 2) from a datasheet,
we created two discharge curves on our own by discharg-
ing the real battery pack in a climate chamber. Therefore,
the Bosch battery pack with the type-J thermocouple was
put in a thermally isolated box and was discharged with a
TABLE 4. Literarture based values for the thermal resistance and the
themal time constant according to [18].
current of 2 A at temperatures of 273 K and 293 K. For better
comparability, the temperature levels for discharge, and the
discharge current, were chosen to be the same as those in the
datasheet.
For cooling of the battery pack, a heat exchanger provided
by Wätas Wärmetauscher Sachsen GmbH was connected to a
Unistat R© 425 chiller made available by Huber Kältemaschi-
nenbau AG. Furthermore, the battery pack was connected to
an electronic load (EL 9000 B 2Q by EPS Stromversorgung
GmbH), the load discharged the pack with a constant current,
and recorded the battery pack’s voltage over time. The values
of voltage (V), load (Q), and temperature (T) at the specific
points (Figure 2) were manually selected by using the Matlab
function input (g). With this selection and the parameters of
Table 2, one set of parameters was created. The set uses the
recorded temperature values for determining the temperature
vectors [T01, T11, T12, T02, T21, T22]. Table 5 shows the mea-
sured voltages, capacitances and temperatures at the discrete
points of the recorded discharge curve. Note that these are
the values for the entire battery pack. Hence, for the voltage
values, five battery cells were connected in series.
TABLE 5. Values for the voltage and the capacities extracted from the
discharge curve [19].
In summary, we compared the performance of these three
different parameter sets with each other. Table 6 lists the
different types of parameter extractions.
F. TEST SETUP
Figure 3 shows the test setup. Based on a Simulink imple-
mentation, we integrated the battery model in the control
system of the test bench. An ADwin Pro-II system provides
the real-time control. The test bench control is connected to
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TABLE 6. Different precedures for the parametrization of the battery
model.
FIGURE 3. Experimental test setup on the test bench (schematically).
the power supply hardware. The controllable power supply is
the power stage of the battery simulator. The electronic load
enables a two-quadrant operation. Hence, the power supply
and electronic load are connected and are in the master-slave
mode. The power supply is connected to the electronics of the
cordless screwdriver. Figure 4 shows a photography of the
mechanical part of the test rig with the screwdriver. During
the test setup, we mounted a torque sensor on the drill chuck
and connected it mechanically to the loading machine. The
test bench control controls the screwdriver via a trigger signal.
FIGURE 4. Mechanical part of the test bench with cordless
screwdriver [28].
The measurement variables are electric voltage and
current, torque, and speed at the mechanical output shaft of
the screwdriver.
For the tests a mechanical load profile is used, and the trig-
ger position is a given value. The parameterization of the
battery model is carried out by the cell datasheet and the
mentioned calculations (compare Section II). The parameters
used can be taken from Table 2 and Table 6 [12].
G. EXPERIMENTAL-APPROACH METHODS
To answer the two main questions introduced, namely firstly,
as to whether the battery’s influence on the power tool’s
mechanical behavior is as significant as requiring simulation
of the battery pack in the HiL test bench, and secondly, as to
how much effort it takes to simulate the battery influence on
themechanical powertrain, we did the following experiments.
Therefore, we used two different test setups. Figure 5 shows
a schematic overview of these test setups. In test setup 1,
we connected the Bosch battery pack and the power supply
with the different parametrized models to an electronic load.
The aim of analysis was to review whether the different
parametrized models generally behave in a way comparable
to that of the battery pack. For this purpose, a static current
load of 10 A and square-wave current with an amplitude
of 10 A were applied to the different power sources by
the electronic load. As comparative value, we measured the
delivered voltage of the different power sources.
After these purely electrical experiments, we used test
setup 2 to analyze the mechanical-electrical interaction
between the different power sources and the cordless screw-
driver. We attached the power supply to the battery model and
the battery pack to the cordless screwdriver of the described
HiL test bench. In order to generate a current load at the
power connection of the cordless screwdriver, we connected
the device to an SEW CMP71L load machine and applied a
torque load.
We applied the torque load to the screwdriver in two differ-
ent ways. In this context, the experimental approach provided
a load duration of 20 s at each torque level. This load duration
was repeated three times in a row without recharging the
battery pack or reloading the model. Before we introduced
the next torque level, we recharged the battery pack or set the
SoC of the battery model to 100% again.
Besides dealing with the different battery models and the
battery pack, we repeated thewhole procedurewith a constant
voltage source. The constant voltage source is a reference
for verifying the influence of the battery’s behavior on the
mechanical output parameter during hardware-in-the-loop
testing of the power tools. Hence, we run the power source at
constant values of 18 V and 20 V. The value of 18 V equates
to the nominal voltage of the battery pack, the value of 20 V
was measured at the pins of the fully charged battery pack.
Finally, we evaluated the different parameterized battery
models under the conditions of a real screwing test and real
drilling test. With this experimental approach, the models’
performance in the context of real applications was tested.
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FIGURE 5. Schematic representation of the experimental design.
We compared the accuracy of the different parametrized
models in the validation process of a HiL test bench. For this
purpose, the cordless screwdriver of the HiL test bench was
equipped with a rotational speed and a torque sensor. We then
carried out several screwing and drilling tests in a wooden
beam while recording the speed and the profiled torque load.
For the drilling experiments, we drilled with a drill diameter
of 6 mm into a wooden beam. For screwing, we screwed
5× 60 mm wood screws into a wooden beam.
The gained courses of torque load were transferred to the
load machine of the HiL test bench. Thus, in the following
experiment, the HiL test bench loaded the cordless screw-
driver with these torque courses, while it was powered by
the different parameterized battery models. As a measured
variable, we compared the rotational speed with the real
screwing and drilling tests of the cordless screwdriver.
III. RESULTS
The first part of the results chapter shows the plots of test
setup 1. As you can see in Figure 6, an electronic load
discharged the different parameterized battery models and
the real battery. In this test setup, we used a constant and
a square-wave current load of 10 A for discharging. The
corresponding voltage curves are plotted in Figures 6 and 7.
In Figure 6, almost over the entire capacity range, the dis-
charge curves of all three parameter sets are above the dis-
charge curve of the original battery run within a maximum
offset of 2 V. All of the three different parameterized models
simulate the voltage drop at the beginning of the discharge.
However, it is much more pronounced in the real battery than
in the battery model. When comparing all of the three param-
eter sets, the curve of the model parametrized with parameter
FIGURE 6. Discharging of the battery pack and the battery model with a
constant current load of 10 A.
set no. 3 has the lowest offset to the discharge curve of the
real battery. However, the course of the discharge curve of
parameter set no. 3 does not match with the course of the real
discharge curve. While the discharge curve of the real battery
has a hyperbolic form, the voltage in the simulation with
parameter set no. 3 decreases mainly linearly. In contrast,
the discharge curve of parameter set no. 1 is also slightly
hyperbolic. Thus, the course of parameter set no. 1 has the
highest similarity to the real discharge curve. Nevertheless,
the curve of parameter set no. 1 has the largest offset for
discharging the battery pack. The course of the discharge
curve of parameter set no. 2 is very similar to the course of the
discharge curve of parameter set no. 3. After the voltage drop
at the beginning, both curves show a largely linear behavior.
However, the gradient of parameter set no. 2 is larger than
the gradient of parameter set no. 3. The larger gradient of
the curve of parameter set no. 2 leads to a larger offset from
the real battery pack. The offset of the discharge curve of
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parameter set no. 2 is approx. 1.2 V, which is smaller than
the offset of the discharge curve of parameter set no. 1.
In Figure 7, the load magnitude is changed to a square-
wave current load. The course curve of parameter sets no. 1,
no. 2 and no. 3 in Figure 7 is comparable to the discharge with
a constant current load in Figure 6. Both the batterymodel and
the real battery pack react in a similar way to the influence
of the square-wave current load. The same amplitudes of
the real battery pack and the different parameterized models
also reflect this correlation. In this context, the amplitude
of the discharge curve of parameter set no. 2 represents an
exception, because it decreases with time.
FIGURE 7. Discharging curves of the battery pack and the battery model
with a square waved, time-shifted current load of 10 A.
The frequencies of the discharge voltage curves also cor-
respond with the frequency of the current load. The detail
view of the plot displays a phase displacement between the
different discharge curves. Besides this phase displacement,
the detail view also shows differences in the amplitudes of
the square-wave voltage signals. While the amplitudes of
parameter sets no. 1 and no. 2 are flat-topped, the amplitude
of parameter set no. 3 has a noisy characteristics. The peaks
of the real battery pack have a chamfered characteristics.
In the test setup, the battery models and the battery
pack were connected to an electric screwdriver, which was
mechanically connected with an adjustable load machine as
is shown in Figure 5. At first, this electric screwdriver was
loaded with different torque levels for each of the different
power sources.
Hence, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Table 7 show the values and
plots for the rotational speed among different torque levels.
TABLE 7. Gradient of the linear Regression for different power sources.
FIGURE 8. Averaged rotational speed over different torque levels with
linear regression lines.
FIGURE 9. Deviation between the different power sources and the real
battery pack.
The plots in Figure 8 show the average rotational speeds
of the different power source parameterizations for different
torque levels. A linear regression line is plotted through these
discrete working points. In addition, Table 7 lists the gradi-
ents of these regression lines. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows
the percentage deviation of the rotational speed between the
different power sources and the actual battery pack.
The regression lines in Figure 8 show a large variation
between the different parameterization methods, the real bat-
tery pack, and the constant voltage sources. The gradients
of the battery pack and the model values of the parameter
sets no. 1 and no. 3 vary in the range between −20 rpm/Nm
and −25 rpm/Nm, as shown in Table 7. In comparison,
the gradient values of the constant voltage sources are around
−15 rpm/Nm. The model parameterized with parameter set
no. 2 deviates most from the real battery pack. The devia-
tion of the regression line of parameter set no. 2 from the
regression line of the real battery pack is even greater than
the deviation of the constant voltage sources. In this context,
Figure 8 corresponds to the gradient value of parameter set
no. 2 in Table 7, which is around 11 rpm/Nm. The regression
line’s gradient of parameter set no. 2 is consequently around
half as large as the gradient of the real battery pack. As a
consequence, the deviation between the model parametrized
by parameter set no. 2 and the real battery pack rises over the
rising torque levels.
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The bar chart in Figure 9 confirms the results shown in
Figure 8. The chart shows a rising deviation between the rota-
tional speed values of the real battery pack and the rotational
speed values of the model parametrized with parameter set
no. 2. This deviation reaches its peak at a torque level of 5 Nm
within a percentage deviation of about 25%.
In the second part of the experiments, which carried out
with test setup 2, we tested the performance of the differ-
ent parameterization methods under the condition of a real
application.
Therefore, we changed the torque load of the load machine
from the discrete torque levels to the torque characteristics of
a real application with a dynamic load profile.
The chosen applications were drilling and screwing with a
cordless screwdriver. Figure 10 shows the plots of the rota-
tional speeds of the different power sources for the drilling
application. Figure 11 shows the plots of the rotational speeds
of the different power sources for the screwing application
with the cordless screwdriver.
FIGURE 10. Cutout of the rotational speed of a screwdriver for a drilling
application with the Bosch battery pack and battery model with
parameter sets no. 1 to 3.
FIGURE 11. Cutout of the rotational speed of a screwdriver for screwing
application with the Bosch battery pack and battery model with
parameter sets no. 1 to 3.
While the drilling process takes about 10 seconds,
the screwing process takes much less time. In the case of
screwing, the impact of the torque load on the rotational
speed is clearly visible and is separated by defined sequences.
In the case of drilling, the impact is imprecise and not as
distinct, since the curve is more discontinuous. In addition,
the speeds for drilling and screwing are in a similar range.
In both cases, a clear offset between the original application
and the mapping on the test bench is visible. This offset is
positive for all parameterization methods. Thus the rotational
speeds of the different parameterized models are generally
greater than in the real application. Furthermore, the courses
of the rotational curves of the original application and the
mapping on the test bench are similar for all parametrization
methods.
Concerning the drilling, the results shown in Figure 10 are
comparable to those shown in Figure 8. While the curve
of parameter set no. 2 has the greatest offset, the curves
of parameter sets no. 1 and 3 are very close to each other.
In addition, as shown in Figure 8, the curve of parameter set
no. 3 goes beyond that of parameter set no. 1.
In the screwing application, the curves of the different
parameterized models are closer together than in the drilling
application. Figure 11 also shows a slight overlap of the speed
curves for parameter set no. 2 and parameter set no. 3. Fur-
thermore, the rotational speed curve of parameter set no. 2 is
below the curve of parameter set no. 3.
IV. DISCUSSION
Based on the initial questions, the results of the experiments
carried out are discussed below. The initial questions are
how the power source influences the power tool’s mechanical
behavior at a mechanical HiL test bench and whether, in the
early phases of the validation of power tools, a higher effort
in the simulation of the power source enables a more precise
analysis of the mechanical quantities.
To answer these questions, we first concentrate on the
results of test setup 1, then compare and analyze the accuracy
and basic suitability of the different parameterization meth-
ods for mechanical HiL test bench applications of test setup 2.
Figures 6 and 7 show the model’s ability to react to static and
dynamic current loads in a similar way as a battery pack.
However, the different parametrized models differ widely
in the adaptation between the curve of the models and the
curve of the battery pack. From this, we can conclude that
the parameterization methods have a large influence on the
discharge characteristics of the battery model, even if the
parameterization is based on the same cell type. The model
used is also less accurate than the already established battery
models [14], [15], [26]. As already mentioned, a mathemat-
ical battery model was used for the experiments. Generally,
mathematical models are less accurate than electrical mod-
els [14]. Thus, the inaccuracy of the employed model is not
unusual compared to that of electrical experiments [14].
In this context, it has to be mentioned that the fitting of
our results is also less accurate than the results found by
Motapon et al. in [26]. This observation is unexpected, espe-
cially in the case of parameter set no. 1, which was extracted
from the datasheet and the experimental data as suggested
in [26]. A possible explanation for this deviation is that
the simulation does not consider aging effects and the state
of health (SoH). The battery pack we used for testing has
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been used several times before, so the SoH of the cells has
already suffered from aging effects. In contrast, the reported
discharge curve on the datasheet is recorded with an optimal
battery cell under ideal conditions. Since the SoH of the real
battery cell is not mentioned in [26], it can be presumed that
this battery cell was rarely discharged before verification of
the model. This presumption would explain the worse fitting
of our discharge curve compared to [26] in Figure 6. The fact
that the plot of parameter set no. 3 in Figure 6 only has a
small offset to the real battery pack supports this hypothesis.
All parameters of set no. 3 were taken from the measurement
of the real battery. Hence, these extracted parameters include
the aging effects the real battery pack had suffered from.
With regards to parameter set no. 2, Figure 6 shows that
its plot runs below that of parameter set no. 1. Since the only
difference between parameter set no. 1 and parameter set no. 2
is the values of Rth and tc, this difference must be caused by
these two parameters. In consequence, the lower values of Rth
and tc must cause this deviation.
The observations from Figure 6 are also visible in Figure 7,
hence the deviation in the accuracy of the models is slightly
the same as in Figure 6. Especially since the different dis-
charge curves have the same order and the same offset that
they already had in the discharging with the constant current
load.
Furthermore, Figure 7 shows the ability of the battery
model to handle a dynamic current load. The model’s
response is not changed by an alternating load, the similar
voltage amplitudes of the model and the battery pack show
that both systems respond in a comparable way. Only to
parameter set no. 2 this statement does not apply. As can be
seen in Figure 7 the amplitude of the model parameterized
by parameter set no. 2 decreases with time. Since the testing
conditions and the other parameters are the same as in the
experiments with parameter set no. 1, it can be concluded
that the different values for Rth and tc are responsible for this
decrease.
The phase shift, which is visible in the detail view of
Figure 7, is caused by the phase shift of the current load in
the experiment.
In summary, the results of the experiments of test setup 1
lead to several statements. The mathematical model is lim-
ited in its accuracy under the condition of simulating the
discharging of a real battery pack. This limitation affects all
parameterization methods in general, since the SoH is not
simulated and the mathematical models as such are limited in
their accuracy [14]. Regarding the different parameterization
methods, we obtain the following statements. With regard
to the qualitative course of the discharge curve, parameter
set 1 is the most suitable, as it behaves most like a real battery
in terms of discharge behavior. However, the great offset
causes a lack of accuracy. The changing of parametersRth and
tc has a huge impact on the performance of the model, even
without the simulation of extreme thermal conditions. The
higher effort of experimental data extraction for parameter
set no. 3 does not lead to a more accurate simulation than
expected. Although the offset between the real discharge
curve and the curve of parameter set no. 3 is the smallest,
the discharge behavior does not fit with the discharge behav-
ior of the battery pack.
Regarding the results of test setup 2, we will discuss the
electrical-mechanical interaction on the mechanical HiL test
bench.
The plots in Figure 8 and the corresponding gradients
in Table 7 give a first impression of the models’ performance
at discrete working points. The analysis of the recorded
results (see Figure 8) reveals that the slope of the linear
regression line indicates the battery to have a significant influ-
ence on the mechanical output parameters. This influence is
caused by the current dependence of the battery. Therefore,
the torque not only affects the motor of the power tool, but
also influences the battery by the current or torque load.
This influence is also visible in the different gradients of
the linear regression lines as shown in Table 7. In order to
make a quantitative statement, we consider the percentage
deviations of the rotational speed in Figure 8. Therefore, as a
first approach, we have introduced a limit of 5% accept-
able deviation between the model and the real battery pack.
Figure 8 as well as Figure 9 point out that the percentage
deviation parameter set no. 2 is far beyond this limit and
performs for high torque levels even worse than the static
voltage sources. In addition, the percentage deviation of the
constant voltage sources distorts the rotational speed of the
screwdriver. The error of the 20 V source increases beyond
the acceptable limit of 5% within the rise of torque, while the
18 V source’s error increases beyond 5% for the lower torque
levels. With regard to the introduced definition, the distortion
of the rotational speed is beyond the acceptable limit.
Based on these two observations, two conclusions can be
made. The first is that the absent current respectively torque
dependency of the constant voltage source has a distort-
ing influence on the system’s mechanical behavior. Conse-
quently, the plots of the constant voltage source actually rep-
resent the motor characteristics of the cordless screwdriver’s
PMDC motor. Due to the gradient of the regression lines,
any constant voltage source cannot map the cordless screw-
driver’s behavior correctly since the motor characteristics of a
PMDCmotor show same rate of change for different levels of
voltage. Hence, the results of the experimental investigation
lead to the conclusion that the power source has an influence
on the mechanical output parameters of the HiL cordless
screwdriver test bench.
Secondly, the massive distortion of the rotational speed,
which the cordless screwdriver experiences through the
parameterization with parameter set no. 2 shows that this
parameterization method is not suitable for parametrization.
According to Figure 3 and under the condition of a 5%
deviation limit, only parameter set no. 3 is suitable for the
parameterization of the model. In view of the effort required
to extract the experimental data for parameter set no. 3, it is
questionable whether it is useful for a slightly better result on
the test bench.
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If we consider the results from Figure 10 and Figure 11,
this conclusion becomes even more debatable. In Figure 10,
the curve of parameter set no. 3 runs beyond that of parameter
set no. 1. This result does not correspond with the results
from Figure 8. Nevertheless, the ratio of the offset of the
curves of the different parameterized models to each other
and to the real battery pack is comparable with the results
shown in Figure 8. In both figures, for example, the curve
of parameter set no. 2 is far above that of the battery pack.
Apart from the interchanged order of the offset, the curves
of parameter sets no. 1 and no. 3 are also as close to each
other as in Figure 8. From this observation we conclude that
the load type has no influence on the performance of the
model as such. As a result, the reversed order of parameter
sets 1 and 3 with respect to the offset from the speed curve
of the battery pack is due to the parameterization method
of parameter set no. 3. Figure 11 supports this conclusion.
In Figure 11, the rotational speed of parameter set no. 3 has
the largest offset to the rotational speed curve of the screwing
application. This inconsistence in the drilling and the screw-
ing application worsened the accuracy of parameter set no. 3.
Regarding all experiments we have made with test setup 2,
themodel parameterizedwith parameter set no. 1 has themost
stable behavior. The deviation from parameter set no. 1 in
the first experiment is only sporadically and slightly above
the limit of 5%. In the experiments with the torque load of
a real application, the rotational speed curve of parameter
set no. 1 has the smallest offset. The deviation of the speed
between the battery model parameterized with parameter set
no. 1 and the real application in the screwing application,
as well as in the drilling application, is approx. 20 rpm. There-
fore, the percentage deviation between the rotational speeds
of parameter set no. 1 and the real application is about 5% and
hence is roughly within the limits. Thus, the parameterization
method proposed in [26] leads overall to the most accurate
results on the test bench.
V. CONCLUSION
Regarding the main questions presented in the paper, the test
results lead to the following statements. The power supply
has a non-negligible influence on the mechanical parameters
of the power tool and must therefore be mapped on the
mechanical HiL test bench.
Regarding the effort of simulation of the power source or
battery pack, the results show that a mathematical model of
the battery is sufficient to simulate the influence of the battery
on the mechanical parameters in the early phase of validation.
However, the results also show that a minimum amount of
experimental data is required for parameterization of the
mathematical model used, if sufficient accuracy is needed.
Therefore, the parameterization method by Motapon et al.,
which was used for parameter set no. 1 is a good tradeoff
between accuracy and parameterization effort. The results of
the model parameterized with parameter set no. 2 show that
the thermal parameters Rth and tc are so specific that they
have to be extracted experimentally. In addition, the results
of the model parameterized with parameter set no. 3 show
that a larger experimental fraction does not necessarily lead
to a more accurate simulation. In the case of the mathematical
model used, the effort of a complete experimental parameter-
ization is therefore unnecessary.
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